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Bipolar nanosecond electric pulses are less efficient at
electropermeabilization and killing cells than monopolar pulses

Bennett L. Ibey1, Jody Ullery2, Olga N. Pakhomova3, Caleb C. Roth2, Iurri Semenov3, Hope
T. Beier1, Melissa Tarango2, Shu Xiao3, Karl Schoenbach3, and Andrei G. Pakhomov3

1Radio Frequency Bioeffects Branch, Bioeffects Division, Human Effectiveness Directorate, 711th
Human Performance Wing, Air Force Research Laboratory, JBSA Fort Sam Houston, TX, USA
2General Dynamics Information Systems, JBSA Fort Sam Houston, TX, USA
3Frank Reidy Research Center for Bioelectrics, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA, USA

Abstract
Multiple studies have shown that bipolar (BP) electric pulses in the microsecond range are more
effective at permeabilizing cells while maintaining similar cell survival rates as compared to
monopolar (MP) pulse equivalents. In this paper, we investigated whether the same advantage
existed for BP nanosecond-pulsed electric fields (nsPEF) as compared to MP nsPEF. To study
permeabilization effectiveness, MP or BP pulses were delivered to single Chinese hamster ovary
(CHO) cells and the response of three dyes, Calcium Green-1, Propidium Iodide (PI), and
FM1-43, was measured by confocal microscopy. Results show that BP pulses were less effective
at increasing intracellular calcium concentration or PI uptake and cause less membrane
reorganization (FM1-43) than MP pulses. Twenty-four hour survival was measured in three cell
lines (Jurkat, U937, CHO) and over ten times more BP pulses were required to induce death as
compared to MP pulses of similar magnitude and duration. Flow cytometry analysis of CHO cells
after exposure (15 minutes) revealed that to achieve positive FITC-Annexin V and PI expression,
ten times more BP pulses were required than MP pulses. Overall, unlike longer pulse exposures,
BP nsPEF exposures proved far less effective at both membrane permeabilization and cell killing
than MP nsPEF.
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INTRODUCTION
Cell permeabilization is traditionally accomplished by application of micro- and millisecond
monopolar (MP) electric pulses at electric field amplitudes of hundreds to thousands of volts
per centimeter [1, 2]. High-amplitude exposures cause irreversible electroporation (IRE),
resulting in cell death, which has been used successfully in vivo to kill unwanted tissue [3,
4]. Symmetric biphasic (BP) pulses, which are distinguished by a reversal of polarity
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halfway through pulse duration, have been investigated as a method to improve
permeabilization of cell membrane by efficiently porating both sides of the cell. Tekle et al.
showed that 400-µs BP pulses increased transfection efficiency while reducing cell death
[5]. Related work by Kotnik et al. studied the impact of 1000-µs (total duration) MP and BP
pulses on the permeabilization of cells to bleomycin, survival, and uptake of Lucifer yellow
[6]. Results showed that BP pulses (both equivalent (500+500-µs) and double duration
(1000+1000-µs) increased the permeabilization of cells to bleomycin and Lucifer yellow,
but had the same effect on survival. They concluded that BP pulses offer the advantage of
increased cell permeabilization without the downside of increased cellular mortality.
Furthermore, the use of BP pulses for in vivo brain tissue ablation (IRE-based) was shown to
be advantageous for reducing muscle contractions despite requiring higher-amplitude
exposure to achieve a similar lethal effect [7]. Cleaner regions of ablation and more defined
survival borders were also seen with BP IRE. Similar reduction in muscle contraction and
maintained permeabilization efficiency was observed during electrochemotherapeutic
treatment of skin cancer with BP pulses [8]. In a recent theoretical paper, Arena et al.
predicted that pulses with polarity shifts in the nanosecond range would be advantageous in
limiting joule heating and penetrating epithelial layers, resulting in more efficient
electroporation of underlying tissues [9]. Taken together, these studies suggest an advantage
to using BP pulses for electropermeabilization and IRE.

Nanosecond pulsed electric fields (nsPEF) have been shown to permeabilize the plasma
membrane (PM), albeit with a larger population of smaller pores (i.e. nanopores), and have
been speculated to produce intracellular permeabilization due to inherently higher frequency
composition and faster rise times [10–14]. However, few papers have examined whether
exposing cells to a BP nsPEF will offer the same advantages as observed with longer pulses.
Vernier et al. used bursts of extremely short MP and BP nsPEF (15-ns, 50-pulses 28-kV/cm)
to qualitatively show with FM1-43 that membrane reorganization occurred symmetrically
with BP pulses and asymmetrically with MP pulses [15]. However, little further assessment
of the effectiveness of the exposure was presented. French et al. also showed that extremely
short (total duration 1.6-ns at full width half maximum) BP (capacitively-coupled) pulses
were less effective than MP (conductively-connected) pulses at permeabilizing cells, as
measured by bleomycin uptake [16]. Given such limited data on BP nsPEF exposures and
the potential advantages for in vitro and in vivo nsPEF applications, we measured the
cellular impact of 600-ns BP nsPEF exposures as compared to MP exposures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines and propagation

Chinese Hamster Ovarian-K1 (CHO), U937, and Jurkat cell lines were obtained from
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA). CHO cells were propagated at
37°C with 5% CO2 in air, in F12K medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2-
mM L-glutamine, and 100-U/mL penicillin/streptomycin. Jurkat and U937 cells were grown
in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2-mM L-glutamine, and
100-U/mL penicillin/streptomycin. The media and its components were purchased from
Mediatech Cellgro.

Microscope Exposure System
Monopolar pulses were delivered to the cells as described in previous publications [11]. A
custom bipolar (BP) pulse generator was constructed to generate bipolar pulses using a full-
bridge voltage-source inverter (VSI) consisting of four MOSFETs (IXYS, IXFB38N100Q2,
1 kV, Milpitas, CA). Either the top or the bottom switch of each leg was turned on to allow
generation of one polarity of the pulse. Timing was controlled by a function generator
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(Stanford, DG535, Sunnyvale, CA), which generated two control pulses to trigger the
diagonal switches sequentially. Single MP and BP exposures were delivered to cells using a
pair of tungsten electrodes (125-µm diameter, 135-µm separation) positioned 50-µm above
the glass surface by a micromanipulator (Sutter MP285, Novato, CA). The BP and MP pulse
shapes are shown in Figure 1A along with their Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectrum (Fig
1B) as computed by MATLAB® (Mathworks, Natlick, MA). Finite Difference Time
Domain (FDTD) modeling, as in previous publications, predicted the resulting electric field
amplitude for MP exposures to be 1.8–14 kV/cm (125V-1kV charging voltage) at the cell.
BP exposures ranged from 3–24 kV/cm (125-1kV charging voltage) due to the higher peak
amplitude of ~700V.

Fluorescence Staining
For microscopy experiments, CHO cells were trypsinized and plated onto poly-L-lysine-
coated 35-mm dishes with a glass coverslip bottom (MatTek, Ashland, MA). To stain cells,
culture medium was removed, cells were twice washed with calcium free and magnesium
free Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline ((DPBS), Gibco, Grand Island, NY). A buffered
solution containing 135-mM NaCl, 5-mM KCL, 10-mM HEPES, 10-mM Glucose, 2-mM
CaCl2, and 2-mM MgCl2 with a pH of 7.4 and osmolality of 290–310 mOsm/kg was then
placed on the cells (Sigma, St. Louis MO). Calcium Green-1 AM ester (Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR) was added at a final concentration of 3-µM and incubated at room temperature
for 30-min to allow for cellular uptake. Prior to imaging, cells were washed again with the
buffer and allowed to rest for an additional 30-min. At the beginning of the experimentation,
3-µM propidium iodide (PI) was added to the cell dish. Due to spectral overlap, FM1-43
exposures were done independently by adding 9 µM FM1-43 (Molecular Probes, Eugene,
OR) in deionized water to the cells in buffer. Cells were incubated with FM1-43 for 15-min
prior to experimentation at room temperature.

Cuvette Exposure System
To expose a large population of cells using an electroporation cuvette, CHO were removed
from the culture dish with Trypsin-EDTA and suspended in fresh full F12K medium at a
density of 1200-cells/µL (Gibco, Grand Island, NY). Jurkat and U937 cells were centrifuged
and re-suspended in fresh media at a density of 1200-cells/µL. 90uL of cells in a 1-mm
aluminum electroporation cuvette were exposed to 10-kV/cm MP or BP pulses at 1-Hz
repetition rate. Two Marx bank capacitor systems were used to generate either a 600-ns MP
or 600-ns BP pulse. A high voltage power supply (0–10-KV/cm) was used to charge the
Marx bank capacitors. Delivery to the cuvette was achieved by a spark gap switch that
discharged over an air gap between two conductive plates completing the circuit. The rate of
discharge and amplitude was set by adjusting the charging voltage and the distance between
the plates. The pulse delivered to the cuvette was measured using a high voltage probe
connected to a high speed oscilloscope (TDS3052B, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR). Removal of
the charging voltage controlled the number of pulses delivered, which we counted manually.
The resultant pulse shapes are shown in Figure 1C along with their FFT spectrum (Fig 1D).

MTT
Cell viability was measured at 24 hours post exposure using MTT (3-(4,5-
Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay (Gibco, Grand Island, NY).
To perform the assay, 30 µL of exposed cells were transported to 96 well dishes containing
70 µL of fresh media, and incubated at 37 °C for 24 hours. Then, 10µL MTT reagent was
added and incubated for 2-h until a precipitate was visible. 100µL detergent was added to
each well, and the plate was left at room temperature for 2 h. The absorbance was then
measured at 570 nm with a Synergy Plate Reader (Biotech).
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Cell Flow Cytometry
Fluorescence and scattering measurements were made in CHO cells using an Acurri C-Flow
flow cytometer. First, a staining solution containing fresh medium supplemented with 20-
µL/ml of FITC-Annexin V (Molecule Probes, Eugene, OR) and 4-µL/mL PI (Molecule
Probes, Eugene, OR) was made. Amber centrifuge tubes were filled with 50-µL of the
staining solution to which 50 µL of exposed cells were added immediately after exposure.
The contents were mixed gently using a 1-mL pipette and allowed to rest for 15-min at room
temperature. Immediately before measurement, the cells were mixed to resuspend them
evenly throughout the solution. The 50µL cell solution resulted in cell counts of ~55,000–
60,000 cells within the forward and side scatter gated region. Analysis of the data was
performed using both CFlow software (BD Biosciences, San Jose, Ca) and FCS Express (De
Novo Software, Los Angeles, CA). Data were gated to remove background counts and
positive expression was measured as fluorescence intensities above the sham population.
Digitonin (0.4%) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was added to unexposed cells as a positive control
for both FITC-Annexin V and PI.

RESULTS
Intracellular calcium increase and PI uptake were observed following cellular exposure to
either a single 600ns BP or MP pulse. CHO cells were exposed to either MP or BP pulses at
five discrete voltages. Whole-cell fluorescence changes before and after exposure (Fig 2A
right) were measured using ImageJ software. For higher-amplitude MP exposures (7.5/14
kV/cm), we observed a rapid 40% increase in fluorescence intensity. Similar BP exposures
yielded only a maximum 25% increase, with the 12-kV/cm exposure only achieving 10%
total increase (Fig 2A, middle). The total change in fluorescence intensity after 30-sec is
presented in Fig 2A (right). Overall, a higher amplitude BP exposure is needed to observe a
change in intracellular calcium as compared to MP. A slower rise in the intracellular
concentration is also observed following BP pulses. In addition to measuring intracellular
calcium changes, we also monitored the uptake of PI. At all amplitudes, MP pulses generate
a larger influx of PI than BP pulse exposures (Fig 2B left and middle). It is important to note
that the PI signal is very weak compared to positive controls treated with digitonin (data not
shown) which routinely achieves 100-fold or higher increases in fluorescence intensity. The
final fluorescence increase after 30-sec shows a significant difference between MP and BP
exposures (Fig 2B, right).

The extent of disruption of the cell membrane by BP and MP pulses was evaluated by
incorporation of FM1-43 dye into cell membranes. This FM1-43 fluorescence increase has
been shown to track the externalization of phosphatidylserine, and thus has been used as a
calcium-independent analogue for Annexin V [15]. Additionally, this dye is soluble in
deionized water, thus removing any destabilizing effects produced by organic solvents such
as dimethyl sulfoxide. Following exposure, we observe that FM1-43 fluorescence increases
significantly after MP exposure, mirroring intracellular calcium increases and PI uptake data
(Fig 2C, left). BP pulses evoked a weaker response (Fig 2C, middle). The final fluorescence
intensity values for FM1-43 after 30 seconds, for each amplitude, are compared (Fig 2C,
right). Overall, all employed assays consistently showed a profoundly weaker effect of BP
pulses.

To evaluate lethality, we delivered a discrete number or either BP or MP pulses (10kV/cm)
to CHO cells suspended within an electroporation cuvette. The cells were then allowed to
recover (or die) for 24-h, at which time MTT assays were performed. Figure 3A shows the
decrease in cell survival with increasing MP and BP pulse exposures. A rapid decrease in
viability with increasing number of MP pulse exposures was observed. BP exposures
required significantly more exposures to cause cell death. To determine whether this effect
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was unique to CHO cells, the survival experiment was replicated in Jurkat (Fig. 3B) and
U937 (Fig. 3C) cells due to their extensive use in previous MP nsPEF experiments. Similar
results were observed: MP pulses were substantially more effective at killing cells. The
LD50 was estimated from these data by a logarithmic fit for each cell type (Fig 3D). BP
exposures required 20-times the number of pulses compared to MP exposures of equal
amplitude and duration to kill 50% of the CHO cells. Jurkat BP exposures required a 10-fold
increase in pulse number(50 BP pulses to 5 MP pulses) and U937 BP exposures required a
nearly 40-fold increase (260 BP pulses to 6 MP pulses) as compared to MP exposures. From
these data it appears that the difference between MP and BP exposure lethality is not
specifically related to cell type. In a previous publication, we showed that for 10-ns MP
pulse exposures, different cells appeared to exhibit different sensitivity to the stressor [28].
While BP pulses were significantly less effective than MP pulses, quantifiable sensitivity
differences that mirror those observed with MP (CHO, Jurkat, and U937) are still observed.

To investigate whether damage to the PM via poration played a role in MP and BP pulse-
induced cell death, we performed flow cytometry analysis of CHO cells. Cells were
analyzed 15 minutes after exposure to allow FITC-Annexin V time to bind to externalized
PS residues, a well-reproduced effect of nsPEF exposure. In addition to tracking the pulse-
induced externalization of PS residues to the outer membrane surface, we also added PI to
observe PM disruption in exposed cells. For this study, cells were exposed to one-half the
amplitude (5-kV/cm) of the survival studies to better resolve the plasma membrane effects
for MP exposures given the few pulses needed to kill cells at 10kV/cm. Figure 3E shows the
normalized scattering signal for both the forward- and side-scattering channels. As in
previous publications, a reduction in forward scattering and increase in side scattering is
seen in cells following exposure to nsPEF [23]. This effect is also observed in BP exposures,
albeit only after 300 and 1000 pulses. A comparison of the number of pulses versus the
percent of positive population for both FITC and PI is presented in Fig. 3F. It is clear from
these data that BP pulses have less impact on the PM than MP pulses. We observe that
significantly more BP pulses (10-fold) are required to obtain positive pulse-induced
externalization of PS and uptake of PI. These flow results mirror those observed in the acute
(30-sec) microscopy experiments (Fig 2) where BP pulses were less effective at inducing
membrane damage than MP pulses.

DISCUSSION
Studies involving electric pulse exposures with durations >1-µs have shown greater
membrane permeabilization with similar cell survival for BP exposures as compared to MP
exposures. In this study, we explore whether this observation is maintained for 600-ns BP
pulses as compared to 600-ns MP pulses. We found quite the opposite: nanosecond BP
pulses are much less effective at causing membrane injury and cell death. Previous
publications predict that the time for the PM to reach critical breakdown voltage or charging
time (τcrit) is on the order of 100ns or shorter [13, 17, 18]. In this study, we used 600-ns MP
and 300+300-ns BP pulses. In both cases, the requisite τcrit should have been achieved.
From our microscopy data, it is obvious that both BP and MP pulses appear to have created
some injury (presumably pore formation) to the plasma membrane, albeit to a lesser degree
with BP exposures. The remaining duration beyond τcritthe pass-band of the pulse, has been
attributed to pore expansion time [19, 20]. The effect of pass-band difference between MP
and BP pulses is observed in all the microscopy results, but most notably for PI uptake. The
rapid depolarization and repolarization of the BP pulse reduces the holding time (passband)
that would otherwise result in expansion of created pores. In contrast, for much longer
pulses (micro- and millisecond), poration is readily achieved on both poles of the cell and,
due to the very long passbands of such BP pulses, considerable expansion can take place.
This advantage was shown by Tekle et al. who spatially observed that PI enters from
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predominantly one pole of a cell upon MP exposure, and nearly equivalently from both
poles upon BP exposure[5]. From the data, we postulate that 600ns MP and BP pulses are
both effective at poration of the PM, but due to the polarity shift, BP pulses are less effective
at expanding pores.

The frequency composition of nsPEF BP pulses is quite different from both longer-pulse
exposures and nsPEF MP pulses. Specifically, as presented in Fig. 1, the frequency content
within the BP pulse shifts to >1 MHz. The circuit model of the cell predicts that higher
frequencies are less effective at permeabilizing the PM [14]. Therefore, BP pulse exposures,
with inherently higher frequency composition and less energy at lower frequencies, are
predicted to be less effective. The data presented in this paper appears to support this
prediction. Difference in cellular response has been attributed to changes in frequency
composition for MP pulses. Specifically, when exploring the impact of rise-time on cellular
response to nsPEF, Beebe et al. found that 15-ns rise-time pulses (inherently higher
frequency composition) had less effect on the PM than 150-ns rise-time pulses with the
same total duration [10]. They concluded this difference was due to the higher-frequency-
composition of the faster-rise-time pulse.

While the high-frequency components present with short-duration pulses are believed to be
less effective at PM permeabilization they are hypothesized to cause intracellular membrane
permeabilization [14, 21, 22]. Direct effects of nsPEF on the mitochondrial membrane have
been speculated to initiate intrinsic apoptosis [23, 24]. Additional work has supported these
hypotheses by showing uptake of barium ions into the mitochondria after exposure [25].
Very recent work has also shown evidence for direct permeabilization of the endoplasmic
reticulum, albeit at ten-fold shorter durations than were used in this study [26, 27]. Beebe et
al. also found that faster-rise-time pulses have greater impact on the mitochondrial
membrane potential than slower-rise-time pulses [10]. Based on these hypotheses, we
expected BP nsPEF to exacerbate high-frequency-specific effects on intracellular
membranes. However, the data presented, both survival and flow cytometry, suggest the
opposite, that BP pulses are not only less effective overall, but also do not appear to cause
cell death without causing PM injury. A similar observation was also made in previous work
showing that 10-ns MP (higher frequency components than 600ns MP used in this study)
pulses killed most cell types (immune cells excluded) at doses exceeding that required to
cause PI uptake within 15-min of exposure [28]. Despite the dependence of cell death on
PM effects, a recent and surprising result by Pakhomova et al. showed that by restricting cell
swelling (necrotic death), no increase in 24-hour survival was seen in U937 cells; they just
died by apoptosis instead [29]. These findings, combined with the findings in this paper,
suggest that the PM may be the epicenter for cell-death induction, but the mechanism by
which these death mechanism(s) are being activated remains unclear.

In summary, we explored the effectiveness of nanosecond-duration BP pulses as compared
to MP pulses. We found, using single cell microscopy, that membrane damage and uptake of
ions was significantly reduced in BP exposures. By exposing populations of cells in an
electroporation cuvette, we found that BP pulses were universally less effective at killing
cells across three cell types. Cell flow cytometry results connected microscopy observations
to survival, showing that PM injury appeared to be a prerequisite for cell death for both BP
and MP pulse exposures. Lastly, we used existing theoretical concepts to provide an
explanation as to why nsPEF BP pulses display diminished effectiveness, despite previous
observations that longer BP pulses are more effective at killing and porating cells. Further
exploration into the effect of BP pulses on cells and cell membranes is warranted,
specifically for shorter-duration exposures, to fully explore whether the frequency
composition of an electric pulse truly plays a role in cell injury and survival.
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Highlights

• Bipolar nanosecond pulses are less effective plasma membrane permeabilization

• Bipolar nanosecond pulses are much less effective at killing cells

• Cell electropermeabilization is not solely dependent on peak electric peak/
voltage
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Figure 1.
Oscilloscope traces of the MP and BP nsPEF waveforms for microscope (top) and cuvette
(bottom) exposures. The FFT spectrum of each pulse shape is compared (right).
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Figure 2.
BP pulses (300+300-ns) cause less intracellular calcium increase, PI uptake, and increase in
FM1-43 fluorescence than MP pulses (600-ns). Cells were imaged at 1 frame per second for
30 seconds with the nsPEF exposure occurring at 5 seconds. Whole cell fluorescence was
measured for each cell (n >100 cells per exposure per dye) and the average fluorescence
response was calculated along with the standard error. The frequency of error bar plotting
was reduced for clarity to every third data point. The temporal response of Calcium Green
(A), PI (B), and FM1-43 (C) is shown for MP (left) and BP (middle) exposures. Bar graphs
(right) show the a comparison of MP to BP fluorescence response 30 seconds after nsPEF
exposure.
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Figure 3.
BP pulses are less effective at killing and permeabilizing cells than MP pulses. Survival
curves for CHO (A), U937 (B), and Jurkat (C) cells exposed to an increasing number of 10
kV/cm, 600ns total duration BP and MP pulses. Error bars represent the mean of 3 samples
per exposure ± S.E. The survival data were exponentially fit to determine the LD50 for
number of pulses (D) showing the decreased response of cells to BP exposures. Error bars
represent the mean ± 95% C.I. Forward and side scattering intensity of cells (E) exposed to
5-kV/cm BP and MP pulses shows BP-exposed population requiring significantly more
exposure before morphological changes are observed. In panel F, the percent of positively
expressing cells for both PI (red) and PS (green) for both MP (square) and BP (circle)
exposures show BP pulses to be less effective at PM injury. Error bars for (E) and (F)
represent mean of 3 samples per exposure ± S. D.
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